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CVE code: CVE-2021-40539
Severity: Critical
Versions affected: ADSelfService Plus builds upto 6113

What is CVE-2021-40539?

● CVE-2021-40539, a REST API authentication bypass vulnerability in
ManageEngine ADSelfService Plus, to upload a JAR and execute it as the user
running ADSelfService Plus.

● It allows attackers to bypass authentication, place web shells on its servers, and
then move laterally across its network and compromise administrator
credentials.

What is Zoho ManageEngine ADSelfService Plus?

● ManageEngine ADSelfService Plus is an integrated self-service password
management and single sign-on solution for cloud applications and Active
Directory infrastructure.

● This software helps domain users to perform self service password reset, self
service account unlock and employee self update of personal details in Microsoft
Windows Active Directory.

● Zoho Corp has over 50 million users around the world, and about 18000
companies run ManageEngine services.These numbers are enough to get a better
picture of the criticality of this security issue and why this vulnerability has the
potential to spread across Zoho software products.
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How does the Zoho ManageEngine ADSelfService Plus RCE
vuln works?
When a user tries to use the REST API functionality, the URLs are authenticated by the
ManageEngine service. An attacker can bypass this authentication process using
specially crafted URLs because those requests are improperly sanitized. This offers
malicious actors a way to get unauthenticated remote code exe.

CVE-2021-40539 VULNERABILITY TREND (2021)

How do the attackers exploit this vulnerability?

The Rest API URLs are authenticated by a specific security filter in ADSelfService Plus.

Attackers used specially crafted Rest API URLs that were able to bypass this security
filter due to an error in normalizing the URLs before validation. This, in turn, gave
attackers access to REST API endpoints, and they exploited the endpoints to perform
subsequent attacks such as arbitrary command execution. The following exploit
analysis flowchart shows how the attackers exploited the vulnerability.
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CVE-2021-40539 EXPLOIT ANALYSIS

How do we check if our installation is affected?

There are two steps to check our installation is affected or not:
● Check for specific log entries
● Check for specific files in your system
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1. Check for specific log entries
● Access logs:

In the \ManageEngine\ADSelfService Plus\logs folder, search the access log files
with the pattern "access_log_<date>.txt" and check for entries with the strings
listed below:

/../RestAPI
/./RestAPI

● ServerOut logs:
In the \ManageEngine\ADSelfService Plus\logs folder, search the access log files
with the pattern "serverOut_<date>.txt" and check for an exception.

● ADS logs:
In the \ManageEngine\ADSelfService Plus\logs folder, search the access log files
with the pattern "adslog_<date>.txt" and check for Java traceback errors that
include references to NullPointerException in addSmartCardConfig or
getSmartCardConfig.

2. Check for specific files in the system

If you are running ADSelfService Plus version 6113 or lower, and if your system
has been affected, your system will have the following files in the ADSelfService
Plus installation folder:

● service.cer in the \ManageEngine\ADSelfService Plus\bin folder.
● ReportGenerate.jsp in the \ManageEngine\ADSelfService

Plus\help\admin-guide\Reports and \ManageEngine\ADSelfService
Plus\webapps\adssp\help\admin-guide\reports folders.

● adap.jsp in the \ManageEngine\ADSelfService
Plus\webapps\adssp\help\html\promotion folder.

● custom.bat and custom.txt files in the C:\Users\Public\ folder.
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Different ways to exploit CVE-2021-40539 on ManageEngine
ADselfService plus

● Authentication bypass

● Arbitrary file upload through API

● Arguments injection

Steps to be taken if your system compromised
1. Disconnect the affected system from your network.

2. Back up the ADSelfService Plus database.

3. Format the compromised machine

Note: Before formatting the machine, ensure that you have backed up all critical

business data.

4. Download and install ADSelfService Plus.

A. The build version of the new installation should be the same as that of the backup.

B. It is highly recommended to utilize a different machine for the new installation.

5. Restore the backup and start the server.

6. Once the server is up and running, update ADSelfService Plus to the latest build,

6114, using the service pack.
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CSCC LABS Security Measurements

➢ Assess your security risks:

Before starting the security measurements it’s a good idea to find out what can harm
your organization the most. To do that, you CSCC LABS conduct a risk assessment — a
practice that helps you identify:

● Sensitive data
● Threats to an organization
● The potential impact and likelihood of those threats
● Business risks posed by these threats

➢ Incident response:

CSCC LABS can provide a good team for incident response. They need to analyze the
incident, gather evidence, take needed recovery measures, notify affected parties, etc.
To be able to respond to incidents quickly and efficiently, the team CSCC LABS should
consist of specialists from various departments: IT, legal, security, communications,
customer service, executive management.

➢ Use the Right Vulnerability Management Tools:

Vulnerability scanning is a crucial part of vulnerability management programs because

it is a well-structured method to scan, identify, assess, and report potential weaknesses

on a network. CSCC LABS will use multiple types of detection tools to find the

vulnerabilities in your organization. If they find any vulnerabilities they can try to

patch up the vulnerability by updating the softwares and version.
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